Visit to ASTOTEC

Leobersdorfer Str. 31-33
2552 Hirtenberg
AUSTRIA

Directions
By car coming from A2/E59 take exit 29-Leobersdorf direction Hainfeld/Berndorf.
Follow the B18 for 2km in the direction of Berndorf.
The entrance to the ASTOTEC company premises is in Hirtenberg, directly on the B18, on the right-hand side.
The visitor parking lot is located directly at the company entrance, after the porter building, to the left before the barrier.
An e-filling station is available at the visitor parking lot.

Registration
Please always announce your visit to your contact person.
Please register with our porter upon arrival. An official ID (e.g. driver’s license, passport or ID card) is required for this purpose.
You will be picked up by your contact person from the porter.

COVID-19 Safety Measures
Recommendation to wear an FFP-2 mask, unless a minimum distance of 1m can be maintained.

Welcome at ASTOTEC!